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The Rremann problem for gasdynamic combustron is considered. Existence and 
uniqueness are obtained constructively for arbitrary Riemann data under the 
following restrictions: the solutions are selfsimilar and piecewise smooth, the Lax 
entropy condition is satisfied at the discontinuity pomts except at the front sides of 
deflagration waves where the temperatures are assumed to be ignition point; the 
number of detonation waves m the solutions is as small as possible; the number of 
times of oscillation of temperature around the Ignition point is also as small as 
possible; and last, the number of deflagration waves is as large as possible. Using 
the Riemann problem, we analyzed the overtaking of shocks and combustion 
waves: a shock always accelerates detonation, whereas it transforms detlagration 
into detonatron when it 1s strong enough. Transition from deflagration to detona- 
tion in the Ignition problem is also investigated. c 1989 Academic Press, Inc , 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is important to study combustion phenomena in combustible gases. 
Two kinds of combustion waves, i.e., deflagration (flame with low speed) 
and detonation (flame with high speed), were observed through 
experiments done in 1881 by French chemists. Chapman (1899) and 
Jouguet (1905) established a hyperbolic model for combustion theory 
which was refined mathematically by Courant and Friedrichs in the 
1940s [l]. They explained the substatial differences between detonation 
and deflagration. The former, like a shock wave, is supersonic with respect 
to the flow in front of it and subsonic with respect to the flow behind it. 
The latter is subsonic with respect to the flow at both sides. Some special 
solutions are obtained in [ 11. Chorin [2] (1977) considered the Riemann 
problem with unburnt gas on one side of the initial data and burnt on the 
other side. The solution may involve detonations, deflagrations, or slip 
lines between burnt and unburnt gases. He solved the problem under the 
assumption that the solution only involves one detonation. Zhehuan Teng, 
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Chorin, and T.-P. Liu [3] (1982) extended Chorin’s result to the case only 
involving one deflagration. They assumed that an experimental law holds 
along deflagrations in order to eliminate the indeterminacy which is 
brought about by the fact that a deflagration is subsonic with respect o the 
flow in front of it. 
The concept of ignition temperature was not used in either of the above 
studies. In these studies, the temperature at the back bank of the combus- 
tion wave may fail to be higher than the ignition point. There is also the 
problem of how to construct the unique solution for arbitrary Riemann 
data. We do not think the experimental aw is absolutely necessary for 
solving the problem analytically. These are just what we considered in this 
paper. 
Majda has established a simplified model of the gasdynamic ombustion 
theory in [4]. Longan Ying and Zhenhuan Teng [S], ignoring the 
viscosity, solved the Riemann problem for Majda’s model analytically by 
means of a process from a finite rate of reaction to an infinite one. We 
noticed that the temperature at the front bank of deflagration is the 
ignition point. This observation is applied to gasdynamic combustion 
equations to replace the experimental law used in [3] and we are able to 
solve the Riemann problem. But there may exist at most nine solutions. In 
order to guarantee uniqueness, we suggested a set of so-called “global 
entropy conditions” stated in the abstract. 
2. PROBLEM 
In Lagrangian coordinates, one-dimensional adiabatic, inviscid flow of 
combustible ideal gases with an infinite rate of reaction is described by the 
hyperbolic system of conservation laws 
u,+p,=o (2.1) 
T,-uu,=O (2.2) 
E,+(pu)x=O, (2.3) 
where U, p > 0, z < 0, and E > 0 are the velocity, pressure, specific volume, 
and specific total energy, respectively. In addition to the kinetic energy u2/2 
and internal energy e, the total energy E also contains the chemical binding 
energy q, E = u2/2 + e + q Cl]. The internal energy e = e(T) is a known 
function of T, the temperature, which satisfies the law of Boyle and 
Gay-Lussac, 
ps=RT, 
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where R is a constant depending on the effective molecular weight of the 
particular gas. For polytropic gas we have 
where y > 1 is the adiabatic exponent. For simplicity we assume that the 
R’s and the adiabatic exponents of both burnt and unburnt gases are the 
same. 
The combustion process is nothing more than the release of the binding 
energy through the burning of the reactive gas. We assume that the 
combustion process takes place with an infinite rate of reaction, i.e., q takes 
only two values : 0 for burnt gas and q,, > 0 for unburnt gas. 
Let t = 0 be the initial time and T, the ignition temperature. According 
to the definition of ignition temperature, we know the following facts: a 
particle burns out instantaneously and releases all the binding energy once 
it exceeds the ignition temperature; and the temperature of the burnt gas 
may not remain higher than the ignition point after burning. No combus- 
tion of a particle will occur if its temperature has not been higher than the 
ignition point. This is formulated analytically as follows: 
0, sup Vx, Y)> T, (2.4) 
4(x, t) = O<,VGf 
qb, Oh otherwise. (2.5) 
The basic unknown variables are U, r, p, and q. Our main goal is to 
study the Riemann problem for (2.1)-(2.5). 
The Riemann problem is an initial value problem with initial data of the 
form 
(4 z, p, q)= cu+, Tf, p+, q+) (x20), (2.6) 
where u*, z * > 0, p’ > 0 are arbitrary constants. From (2.4) and (2.5) we 
know that 
T’>T, 
T’ 6 T,. 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
Since both Eqs. (2.1~(2.3) and the data (2.6) are invariant under the 
transformation x + cx’, t + ct’, c any positive constant, we should seek 
selfsimilar, piecewise smooth solutions u(t), z(r), p(c), and q(E) (< = x/t) of 
the Riemann problem. 
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It is easy to show that smooth solutions of (2.1)(2.3) are, besides the 
constant state solution (u, r, p, q) = constant, the forward and backward 
centered rarefaction waves 2 : 
de + p dr = 0 (3.1) 
<=;1*r * 
J 
-fp. (3.2) 
As a discontinuous solution satisfies (2.1)-(2.3) in integral form, we obtain 
the relation at the discontinuity, 
[e+q] +p+ [T] =o, (3.3) 
IIPI LPI r=a+- + --=-) - J-- [1Tl Cul (3.4) 
or 
(3.5) 
where [t] = r, - r,, T, = z(cr+ + 0), r, = r(cr+ - 0), etc. 
If [q] = 0 at the discontinuity, (3.3) and (3.4) are discontinuities without 
combustion. Complemented with the stability condition 
A+r<a, <A,,? (3.6) - 
the discontin$ty is the classical forward of backward shock, simply 
dgnoted by S ; (3.5) is a streamline, i.e., the classical slip line, denoted by 
J bI2T”). 
If [q] # 0 at the discontinuity, (3.3) and (3.4) are forward and backward 
combustion waves, there are particles passing through the discontinuity 
and the discontinuity is a reaction front. The gas before the combustion 
front is unburnt and behind, burnt. Particles release their energy q whe_n 
they pass through the front. We denote the combustion wave as 0’. 
Equation (3.5) is also a streamline because there is no particle passing 
through it and it is not a reaction front, but a slip line between burnt gas 
and unburnt gas, denoted by J*. 
As for q, (2.4) and (2.5) become 
I 
0, sup T(v) ’ T, 
q(5) = o<tsq< -cm 
d+m), otherwise, 
(3.7) 
0, sup T(q) ’ T, 
q(5) = 
- 7;cqs5<0 
d-a), otherwise. 
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The initial value (2.6) becomes the boundary value 
(U(~00),T(~CO),p(+oO),q(fco))=(u’,T’,P’,q’). (3.8) 
- - - 
In the following two sections, we investigate properties of E, S, 0’ in 
phase space (u, z, p) and construct the wave curves in space (u, T, p). 
4. WAVE CURVES IN THE (t,p)-PLANE 
For a polytropic gas, we integrate (3.1) to have 
R : PT” = constant. (4.1) 
This is a set of convex curves with coordinate axes as their asymptotes 
(Fig. 4.1). 
If [q] = 0 in (3.3), fixing the value on one side of the discontinuity to 
(T,, pO) while on the other side (T, p) varies, we get 
s(o): (T-P2To)(P+P2Po)= (1 -P’)PoTo. (4.2) 
This is a branch of a hyperbola with T = p2~o, p = --p2p0 as its asymptotes 
(Fig. 4.2); (to, po) is located on it. (Here p2 = (y - l)/(y + l).) 
Properties of R and S can be found in [6]. 
If [q] #O in (3.3), fixing the value on the front side of the discontinuity 
to (rO, p,,, qo) while on the back side (5, p, 0) varies, we get 
D(o): (t - /J’To)(P + P*Po, = (1 -P”) ToPo + 2P2qo. (4.3) 
D(0) is called the combustion wave curve. It is a branch of a hyperbola 
with T = /A2To, p = -p2p0 as its asymptotes (T B p’r,, p > -p2po); and 
FIGURE 4.1 
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P 
FIGURE 4.2 
(r,,, pO) is located below it (Fig. 4.3). Therefore we can draw two lines 
tangent to this curve from (zO, pO). 
The tangent points D with r < r0 and C with r > r0 are called Chapman- 
Jouguet detonation (CJDT) and Chapman-Jouguet deflagration (CJDF), 
respectively. From (3.4) we know that we should disregard the curve 
between A and B where (p - pO)/(t -q,) > 0. The curve between A and D 
is called weak detonation (WDT) and the curve above D is called strong 
detonation (SDT). The curves between B and C and below C are called 
weak deflagation (WDF) and strong deflagration (SDF), respectively. 
(~*2o,-Lf*po) 
FIGURE 4.3 
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It is proved in [l] that along D(0) the following properties hold, 
X>a>h (SDT), X<a<h(WDT) 
X>h>a(WDF), X-C h <a (SDF), 
where X- (p-p,,)/(z-r,), h = dp/dz (along D(0)) and a = dp/dr (along R). 
We can prove them in another way as follows. From (3.1) we have 
From (3.3) we have 
aeP + e, + p = 0. 
Subtracting one from another we get 
e,(a-h)-y(h-X)=0. 
From the definition of 1, we get along D(0) 
J$T - q,) = h - X 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(“2’ denotes the derivative along D(0)). Noting eP # 0 and e,, + (t - 2,)/2 = 
t/(v - 1) + (t - 2,)/2 = ( 1/2p2)(z - /.L%,) > 0, we get at t #q, from (4.4) and 
(4.5) that 
i$‘=O*h=XXoh=aoX=a. 
Differentiating (4.4) and (4.5) along D(O), we get at r # z,,, 8= 0, 
Therefore 
h= ep + CT -d/2 
eP 
(T-t&r. 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
Because D is the tangent point and D(0) is convex, we have at point D, 
k = 0 and x < 0. Therefore 
a=h=X, O=k<ci<(t-z,)X=h at D. 
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X>a>h (on SDT), X<a<h (on WDT). 
At point C, there hold r > zo, k= 0, and X> 0. Therefore a = h = X, 
O=k<h<h, and thus 
X> h > a (on WDF), X-c h < a (on SDF). 
The relative location of curves R and D(0) is described as in Fig. 4.4. 
Curves R between curve R(CJDT) and curve R(CJDF) intersect curve 
D(0) at three points. The other curves R intersect curve D(0) at only one 
point. 
Since R is a convex curve, R(CJDT) must be located above the straight 
line connecting CJDT and (ro, po), i.e., (zo, po) is located below R(CJDT). 
From (4.2) and (4.3), we know that the curve S(0) is always located 
below the D(0) curve and their asymptotes are the same. 
Next, we investigate the relation between a, = u”/dzl (ro,PoJ and X. In 
order to do so, we fix the state of the back side of the discontinuity as 
FIGURE 4.4 
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(r r, pr ) and let the state of the front side (t, p) vary. We express the 
combustion wave curve drawn from the state of the back side as 
D(l):e+q,-e,+ p+(T-Tl)=o, (4.10) 
i.e., 
There are three different cases according to the different signs of the 
right-hand side of the above equation. 
( 1) When ( 1 - p4) r r p r - 2p*q, > 0. D( 1) is then a hyperbola as drawn 
in Fig. 4.5. (t r, p, ) is located above it. The curve between A and B should 
be cut off. The curve above B is DF, below A is DT. At B, 
X=p-PI=()>a 
T---z, 
holds; at A, 
&p-p1 -= -co<a 
T--21 
P 
FIGURE 4.5 
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holds. And similar to (4.4)-(4.6), we can prove 
k=OoX=a at zfz,. 
(here k represents the derivative along D( 1)). Furthermore because X is 
strictly monotone along the two parts of D(1) separated by A, we know 
that X> a holds along DF and X-C a holds along DT. 
(2) When (1 - p4) ~~ p1 - 2p2q, = 0. D( 1) is then z = p2r1 (Fig. 4.6). The 
upper part (p > p,) of it is DF. The lower part (p < pl) has no meaning 
and therefore we ignore it. In this case, it is easy to prove that 
X> a. 
(3) When (1-#z,pI-2~*q,,<0. D(1) is then a half branch of a 
hyperbola as shown in Fig. 4.7. Only the part p > p, , z > 0 which is DF has 
meaning, and along it holds the inequality 
X>a 
which can be proved similarly to (1). 
From the relation between X and a and noticing that d* = &p and 
A.=&&- a, we can get the following relations between the charac- 
teristics and reaction fronts in the (x, t) plane: P 
FIGURE 4.6 
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FIGURE 4.7 
For SDT: A+,<(T_+ <A,, 
(here subscripts I and r represent he states of the left side and right side 
of the reaction front). 
for CJDT: A+r<o+ =,I+,, L,=o- <A_,; 
for WDT: l+r<O, >A+,, L,>a_ <A-,; 
for WDF: A+,>a, <A+,, L,<o- >A-,; 
for CJDF: l.+,>a, =Iz+,, L,=o_ >I,-,; 
for SDF: l+r>g+ >A+,, - - 
The above relations for backward reaction waves are depicted in Fig. 4.8. 
The above relations are, in fact, the known Jouguet’s rule, which was 
proved in Cl]. 
Reference [l] also pointed out that WDT and SDF are not stable. 
Therefore we take only SDT, CJDT, WDF, and CJDF into account. But 
unknown quantities on DF are not determined uniquely by the initial data. 
Therefore we should search for an other relation in order to obtain a 
unique solution. We notice that in the Riemann solution of Majda’s 
combustion model obtained by Ying and Teng [S], the “temperature” at 
the front bank of deflagration is just the “ignition point.” This feature 
should be naturally true for the gasdynamic case, so we assume that the 
temperature at the front bank of WDF is exactly the ignition point. 
After clarifying the above facts, we investigate the set of all states which 
are located on at least one of all the possible backward waves starting from 
the state (U -, r -, p -, q- ). Namely, we construct the backward wave curve 
starting from (U ~, r -, p -, q ~ ). We denote the curve by @( - ) in the 
phase-space (u, t, p, q). 
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First we pay attention to the (z, p) plane. 
From Jouguet’s rule and the assumptions stated above, we know that 
there are at most three different kinds of wave series: 
(i) S or R (q = q-) (containing no combustion waves), 
(ii) S+ WDF or S+ CJDF+ R (q- >O, q=O) (containing no DT 
wave), 
(iii) SDT or CJDT+ R (q- > 0, q = 0) (containing DT). 
(Here “ + ” means “followed by.“) 
P \ 
\ SC-) 
\ 
\ 
\<ws (-) *q-=0) 
\ 
\ 
\ C-1 
\ 
I?(--) 
5 
FIGURE 4.9 
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If q- = 0, we know from (3.7) that q(t) = O(< < 0). Therefore there is no 
backward combustion wave involved. The wave curve, passing through 
point (er,~-), is S(-) whenp>p- and R(-) whenp<p-. And q=O 
along it. We denote this wave curve with no combustion wave as 
(I+‘,(-),q-=0) (Fig.4.9) 
If q- = q. > 0, then the gas is unburnt, T- d T,. The wave curve should 
be constructed as follows. 
First, it is easy to prove dT/dz < 0 along R, S, or D, and T-+ cc as 
p + co. In fact, from (4.1) and (4.2) we know that along R 
dp VP 
-= --9 
dr z 
-=-- 
and along S and D 
4 P + P’PO 
z=-- z-p%,’ 
dT P2P%+PO~<0 
z= -x z-p%, . 
We now construct the wave curve drawn from (5 -, p- ), q ~ > 0 and con- 
taining no combustion wave. We can construct it just as above, but we 
know that S( - ) must intersect with T = pz = T, at a point denoted by 
(z,~, p,,), so the wave curve S( - ) above p = p,, should be cut off because 
here the temperature is higher than T, and still no combustion wave is 
involved (Fig. 4.10). We denote this wave curve as ( W,( - ), q = q- > 0), 
FIGURE 4.10 
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and by W,(-) we mean (W,(-),q-=0) or (W,(-),q=q- >O) or both 
of them from now on. 
We then construct the wave curve containing DF waves. From the 
assumption on the front side of the deflagration wave and from all the 
possible wave series (i), (ii), and (iii), we know that we must use wave 
series (ii) and let the temperature behind the first shock wave S be the 
ignition point T,. So we need only construct the wave curve by forming the 
successor to the previous wave curve from point (i,). From point (i,) we 
draw a weak deflagration wave curve (i.e., D(i,)), and from CJDF we can 
still draw R(CJDF). 
The shock connecting (- ) and (i,) is known as precompressive shock, 
and its propagation speed must be greater than that of the combustion 
wave following it. Namely, the state of the back side of deflagration in the 
(7, p) plane must be located above the straight line passing through the 
point (- ) and (i,). So the wave curve may end before CJDF. 
The wave curve WDFv CJDFv R, with the above restriction, is called 
the deflagration wave curve, denoted by W,,( - ). Obviously, q = 0 along 
the deflagration wave curve and the gas is burnt; the temperature should 
be higher than T, at the back bank of DF, but may be lower than T, at R. 
Besides, we have 
LEMMA 1. The dejlagration wave curve W,A- ) is located above both 
the segment (-)(i,) and R(-) (Fig.4.11). 
In fact, we shall show that W,,( -) is located above both the straight line 
passing through (i,) and (-) and R( - ). First, the part of WDF(i,) in 
W,A - ) is located above the straight line by the above restriction, and so is 
R( CJDF) if it exists in W,d - ), because W,A - ) is convex. Second, the 
W&i,) is located above R(i,) according to Fig. 4.4 and R(i,) is located 
\ WDF 
FIGURE 4.11 
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FIGURE 4.12 
above R(-) because R(-) (T<T-) is located below S(-) (z<z-) [6]. 
Combining these two conditions gives the conclusion stated. 
W,( - ) and W,,( - ) are both defined in p <P,~. 
Last, we construct the wave curve containing DT waves. We can only 
use the third kind of wave series (iii) to do so. Therefore the wave curve 
contains three parts SDT( - ), CJDT( - ) and R(CJDT( - )). We define the 
detonation wave curve W,,( - ) E SDT( - ) u CJDT( - ) u R( CJDT( - )) 
(Fig. 4.12), the combustion wave curve W,( - ) E W,,( - ) u W,d - ), and 
the wave curve W( - ) z W,( - ) u W,( - ). It is easy to show that W,,( - ) 
is located above I+‘,( -) and all three wave curves W,( - ), IV& -), and 
W,,( - ) are monotonically decreasing curves. 
5. WAVE CURVES IN THE (u, p) PLANE 
From (U -, r -, p-, q - ) we construct the backward wave curve E( - ). 
When q- = 0, the backward wave curve is ordinary S( - ) u R( - ) = 
( G3( - ), q- = 0) (Fig. 5.1). Here 
E(-):u=up- 47 2 t yp ‘/“( p’v - 1)/2v _ p(J - 1 P), o<p<p-; 
P 
(5.1) 
P>P-* 
(5.2) 
~ I  
u+u- +Ji-=&W!2p!!2 whenp-+O; u-+ -CC whenp-+co. 
505:77/2-2 
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That &?( - ), E( - ) are convex can be proved if Jhe gas is polytropic [6]. 
When q- > 0, the backward wave curve I%‘( - ) consists of_ three 
branches: one is a backward noncombustion wave curve ( W,( - ), 
qzq- >O). It is the same as (W,( -), q- =0) except that along it 
q=q->Oa d t t n i s op end is the ignition point (u,, p,,) and 
By IV,(-) we mean (Fs(-),q-=0) or (ks(-),q=q->O) or both. 
In order to consider combustion wave curves, we first investigate E(O) in 
the (u, p) plane. It is easy to show that D(0) in the (u, p) plane can be 
expressed as 
P 
Is 
\ 
\ 
3-J \ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
FIGURE 5.2 
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and E(O) loses meaning when 0 < p - p,, < (v - 1 )qo/ro ; 
u = u. when p = p. or p. + (v - l))qo/ro, 
u+ --co whenp+oo, 
u + +cc when p -+ -pzpo. 
Since (p - po)/(z - TV) has its maximum and minimum and CJDT and 
CJDF, respectively, along D(0) in the (T, p) plane and is monotonic in 
SDT, WDT, WDF, and SDF, respectively, it is easy to show from (5.3) that 
its counterpart in the (u, p) plane (p - po)/(u - uo) has maximum and 
minimum at E and m, respectively, along E(O) and is monotonic 
along %, a, m, and %, respectively. And 
PcJDT=PCJDT 2 PCJDF=PFXF 9 
4 
z 
-P-PO at E and kJD T. 
along ~co, U-240 
We depict E(O) as in Fig. 5.3: 
We calculate du/dp along D(0): 
u-&J= -(p-PO) J T - To -- P-PO 
= AI J-kTo)(P-PO) (P 3 PO), 
-= +A -(P-Po)(dT/dP)-(T-To) du 
dp -2 J-b-To)(P-PO) 
dz 
e, dp + ep + 
P+PodT T-Taco -- ~ 
2dp+2 
1 ((P-Po)/(T-To))(dT/dP)+l = -- -- 
2 +(P-PO)/+To) = -’ 
x -((P-Po)/(T-To))(e,+ (T-T0)/2)+e,+ (P+Po)/2 
e, + (P + POP 
1 T - To = -- -- 
2 P-P0 
Thus, E(O) is a monotonically decreasing curve and convex with respect o 
(u,, po) along E, m, %@, and G, respectively. 
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FIGURE 5.3 
Now we can depict the backward DF and DT wave curves gDF( - ) and 
ii;b,( -) as follows. eDF( -) = m(i,) u cJDF(i,) u &%(1,)) 
(Fig. 5.4) and %~r(-)=~(-)~~(-)uR(CJDT(-)) (Fig. 5.5). 
We have 
LEMMA 2. In the (u, p) plane, DF and DT wave curves GDF( - ) and 
@& - ) are located above the noncombustion wave curve gs( - ). 
ProoJ: We first prove that the DF wave curve is located above @,( - ). 
We know that the part of S( -) in I%‘,( -) and IV&- ) is located in two 
FIGURE 5.4 
I, 
FIGURE 5.5 
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different half-planes in the (z, p) plane divided by the straight line passing 
through (is1 and ( - ). This fact is also true in the (u, p) plane since (3.4) 
holds and R is convex. So 5 is located below W,,( - ). 
If @,A -) does not contain R(E), i.e., GD,( - ) ends on the 
segment (- )(i,), then @,J - ) is also located above E( - ). 
If FDF( -) contains E(m), then the whole curve x(E) 
(--~~~Q7iz,u~mm ) is Located above the straight line (i,)(c) 
(Fig. 5.6). We conclude that R( - ) does not intersect the segment 
(i,)(m) in u < UCJD~ and it does not intersect g(m) in u > u-~ . In 
fact, if it does intersect (i,)(m) in u < UCJD~ , it must intersect z(s) 
in u < UCJD~ from below. At the intersection point tRCCJDF.) > T,+ ), which 
is impossible because dp/dz 1 a,ong R= -VP/Z, dp/du 1 a,ong R= -a. 
Similarly, if it intersects E(m) in u > UCJD~ , then it must intersect 
R(CJDF) from below- at the first intersectio? point, which is also 
impossible. Therefore W,,( - ) is located above R( - ). 
As for @,,( - ) the proof is similar because Fs( - ) is located below 
?@?( - ) and the segment (- )(m), and E(m( - )) is convex; hence 
g(E( - )) does not intersect g( - ). Q.E.D. 
We define the backward combustion wave curve 
k-I- k,(-b RA-1, 
FIGURE 5.6 
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FIGURE 5.7 
and backward wave curve 
IT(-)= @J-)” i&(-). 
/ , 
/ 
I 
/ 
In exactly the same way, we can construct the forward noncombustion 
wave curve ( FS( + ), q+ = 0) or ( eS( + ), q = q+ > 0), forward deflagration 
wave curve KD,( +), and forward detonation wave curve GDT( +) 
(Fig. 5.7), forward combustion wave curve gD( + ) = cDF( + ) u GD,( + ), 
a$ forward wave curv_e l%‘(+)~@~(+)v@~(+)=(@~(+),q+=O)u 
( W,( + ), q = q+ > 0) u W,( + ) (Fig. 5.7). 
6. SOLUTION OF THE RIEMANN PROBLEM 
If q + = q- = 0 ; i.5, the gas is burnt, no combustion wave will occur. 
I?( + ) = @,( + ) = ( W,( + ), q+ = 0), @( - ) = I+‘,( - ). We denote the inter- 
section points of FS( + ) and ES( - ) with the u-axis in the (u, p) plane as 
uL!+ and u?, fiespectively. When u”, < ~0, a unique intersection point of 
W( -) and W( + ) exists, which corresponds to the Riemann problem 
having a unique solution. When u”, > u?, we should connect @( - ) and 
F( + ) with p = 0 (vacuum). In this case the solution is made up of 2 and 
R (Fig. 6.1). Both of them extend to x = 0 on which p = 0. 
From now OJ, we regard-the interval [u’! , u”, ](u% < a”, ) as the inter- 
section point W,( - ) and W,( + ). And we say that there always exists a 
unique intersection point of gS( - ) and I?‘,( + ). 
When q+ and q- are not both zero,-there may Fist more than one (but 
at most nine) intersection points of W( - ) and W( + ). Each intersection 
point corresponds to one solution of the Riemann problem. In order to 
guarantee a unique solution, we choose the solution from the above 
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(at most) nine intersection points under the following principles in the 
following order : 
A. the solution containing as few DTs or CJDTs as possible; 
B. the solution with fi as small as possible. /I is defined as the number 
of times T(t) oscillates between the set (PER’: T(c)<T,}c(-co, +a) 
and the set {PER’: T(t)> T,}; 
C. the solution containing as many DFs or CJDf’s as possible. 
According to different cases we discuss the problem as follows: 
_q- > 0, J+ = 0. In-this case, the left-hand side is unburnt, E( - ) = 
wS( - ) u W,,( - ) u W,,( - ), the right-hand side is burnt, W( + ) = 
W,( + ). If the intersection point is unique, the solution is also unique. If the 
intersection point is not unique (Fig. 6.2), we should discard the inter- 
I u 
Lws (-) 
FIGURE 6.2 
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section point of GS( + ) and w,,( - ) according to principle A. There are 
still two left, one is the intersection point of W,( + ) and W,d - ) denotes 
by *DF, the other is the intersection point of GS( + ) with gS( - ) denoted 
l-JJ *se Let TDE and T, denote the temperatures atpoints *DF and *s on 
W,( + ), respectively. If the temperature at *DF on I%‘,,( - ) is not greater 
than T, (this is possible obviously, but we have not written down the 
condition under which the case actually occurs), we know from prnciple B 
that this intersection point should be discarded. Otherwise, 
when Tf < T, and T,d T,, then /I(*>) =0 and /?(*DF)=2. 
According to B, we choose *J to obtain a noncombustion wave solution 
when T+ d T, and T,> T,, then TDF> T,, /?(*s) =2=/?(eDF). 
According to C, we choose *DF to obtain a solution containing a DF: 
when T+ > T, and TDF> T,, then P(*DF) = 1 = /?(*S). 
According to C, we choose *DF to obtain a solution containing a DF: 
when T+ > T, and T,,< T,, then T, < T,, p(*S) = 1 and /?(aDF) = 3. 
According to B, we choose *S to obtain a noncombustion wave solution. 
q- > 0, q+ > 0. In this case, the gas is unburnt. If the intersection points 
are n$ unique, there exist two different cases. The first case is that I?>( - ) 
and I+‘,( + ) have an intersection point (Fig. 6.3). The solution corespond- 
ing to this intersection point makes JI = 0 while others make B > 0, so we 
choose this intersection point to get a noncombustion wave solution. The 
second case is that gS( - ) and GS( + ) do not intersect. It must happen 
that I?( - ) intersects GDr( + ) only or I?( + ) intersects gD,( - ) only. We 
consider the former subcase only (Fig. 6.4). Because u? > u”, holds in this 
FIGURE 6.3 
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subcase, there must be one intersection point or three intersection points. 
The solution is uniquely determined for the case of one intersection point. 
For the case of three intersection points, denoted by es, *DF, and *DT, 
respectively, we discard *DT according to A and *DF if the temperature at 
*DF on IV& - ) is not greater than T, according to B. For the remaining 
situation we have /?(*DF) = 2 = p(*s) ‘f 1 we note that T > T, along W,,( + ) 
(p > p,;) which can be deduced from the location of W,,( + ) and W,( + ) 
in the (r, p) plane. Therefore, according to C, we choose *DF to get a 
solution containing z and E. 
So far we have constructed a unique solution to the Riemann problem. 
We summarize our conclusion as follows 
DEFINITION. A piecewise smooth, selfsimilar vector function (u(t), z(l), 
p(t), q(t)) (5 = x/t) is called a piecewise smooth, selfsimilar generalized 
solution to the Reimann problem of the system of conservation laws 
(2.1~(2.3) with initial data (2.6) if the following conditions are met: 
(1) It satisfies (2.1 t(2.3) in integrated form and (2.6). 
(2) It satisfies Lax’s pointwise entropy condition on every discon- 
tinuity, i.e., 
where (T is the propagation speed of the discontinuity, and A,, A, denote the 
value of corresponding characteristics on two sides of the discontinuity, 
respectively, except at the front bank of a deflagration where the assump- 
tion T= T, is imposed. 
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(3) It satisfies the following “global entropy condition” : 
First, it contains the fewest DTs or CJDTs among all the vector 
functions satisfying the above restrictions; 
Second, its B is the smallest among all the vector functions satisfying 
all above restrictions ;
Last, the number of DFs or CJDFs it contains is the largest among 
all the vector functions satisfying all the above restrictions. 
THEOREM 1. There exists a unique piecewise smooth, selfsimilar 
generalized solution to Riemann problems (2.1)-(2.3) and (2.6). 
7. THE OVERTAKING OF A COMBUSTION WAVE BY A SHOCK 
-F&First -we investigate a detonation wave overtaken by a shock wave: 
SDT+ S (Fig. 7.1) 
In the (x, t) plane, % will overtake e at a finite time according to 
Lax’s entropy condition and thus a new Riemann problem is formed with 
(ij and @ as its left-hand side state and right-hand side state, respec&ively. 
We solve the problem in the (u, p) plane. @ E IV,,(r) and W,(I) u IV&I) 
is located below W,(m) according to A. From Lemma 2 we know that 
GS(l) u K&1) is located below z(m) (a<~,,,) and the half straight line 
p = pm(u> u,). @ E S(M), and z(r) and R(m) do not intersect [6] (or 
refer to Lemma 2). Therefore Gs(r) is located above g(m) (U < u,) and 
p = pm (U > u,). So KS(r) does not intersect I?=(1) u gDF(l). T$.Is the 
unique intersection point corresponds to a e and a J and an S or R’. 
This can be expressed in 
FIGURE 7.1 
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Next, we investigate a deflagration wave overtaken by a shock wave, for 
example, a m with 0 and @ as its left-hand side state and right-hand 
side state overtaken by a shock wave with @ and @ as its two side states 
(Fig. 7.2). 
If @ is located above %‘&I), i.e., if the intersection point of sS(r) and 
F,,(l) is located on E(r), we can prove that the temperature at the 
intersection point along z(r) is higher than T,. 
In fact, from Fig. 7.3, WDF(Z) is located above T= T,, @ E WDF(I), and 
R(m) (p > p,) is located above WDF(Z). (This can be deduced from 
properties shown in. Fig. 4.4.) S(m) is located above R(m) (p > p,). 
@ E S(m), and R(r) (p, < p < p,) is located above S(m). Therefore R(!) 
P 
5 
FIGURE 7.3 
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(pm < p -C p,) is located above T = T,, while the above intersection point is 
located just on R(r) (p, < p < p,), so the temperature at it is higher than 
T,. Thus we have 
(sis weak) 
(A proper S) 
+g)+J+SorR (Sisstrong). 
In sum, we have 
THEOREM 2. When a shock overtakes a combustion wave, it speeds up the 
detonation, it slows down the dejlagration or stops the dejlagration if it is 
weak, and it transforms the dejlagration into a detonation ifit is strong. 
We omit the detailed proof. 
8. TRANSITION FROM DEFLAGRATION TO DETONATION 
IN THE IGNITION PROBLEM 
We assume that at an initial time t = 0, a cylindrical tube extending from 
the closed end x = 0 to x = +co is filled with combustible gas, and that at 
time t = 0, at the cross section x = x0 > 0, a symmetric reaction including 
CJDF starts which proceeds in two directions. Ahead of each deflagration 
there is a precompressive shock (Fig. 8.1). Each state before or behind 
wave fronts is denoted in Fig. 8.1 and its relative location in the (u, p) 
plane is denoted in Fig. 8.2. 
FIGURE 8.1 
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From what we have done, it is necessary to require that 
Tj = ~373 2 T, = p2z2 = T,, 
P3 = PCJDF(2). 
It is easy to show that u3 = 0, 
(8.1) 
(8.2) 
P3 = P2 + 
u:+2jLzq- (u:+2~2q)2+4(1-p4)z2p2u: 
W-/J2b2 
9 
zj = T* + 
u:+2p*q+ (u:+2p2q)*+4(1-p4)z2p*u: 
2(1 +P*)Pz 
3 
and 
PCJDF(2) = P2 + 
2P2cf - J2P2d2P24 + (1 - P4) t2 PJ 
(1 -P2b2 
Equation (8.1) is equivalent to 
&2(Jm-r2P,); (8.3) 
Eq. (8.2) is equivalent to 
2.4; = 2gq. (8.4) 
Now consider the solution in the (x, t) plane. $( 1) will collide with the 
closed end x = 0 first. The boundary condition at x = 0 is u = 0. To_solve 
the reflexion problem, we seek the intersection point of u = 0 with W(2’). 
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Since q2 > 0, T2 = T,, we know that only the @J2’) part in @(2’) inter- 
sects u = 0 (0 denotes the intersection point). 
reflected wave is a E In fact, we have 
We can prove that the 
P4 = P2 + 
u:+2p2q+ (u:+2~*q)*+4(1-~4)Tzp2u:, 
31 -P2b2 
5 =t +4+2p’q- (u:+2~2q)2+4(1-~4)t2P2U: 
4 2 
2(1 +P*)P* 
3 
PCJDT(2’) = P2 + 
b2q + J2P2m2q + (1 - P4) 72 P21 
(1 -P2) z2 
Equation (8.4) means 
P4 = Pm (2’). 
The m will collide with m and form a Riemann problem with(4) 
and p) as its left and right states, respectively. To solve it, we draw R(4) 
and S(3) in the (u, p) plane. It is easy to see that they have a unique inter- 
section point which we denote by (5’) (along g(4)) and (5) (alongJ(3)) 
(zg and z5, may bedifferent). The solution obviously takes the form R J S. 
We assume the S catch up with-the CJDF before it interacts with other 
waves. To solve the overtaking of S and m, we draw R(5) in the (u, p) 
plane. From Fig. 4.4 we know that_W,,(2) is located above R in the (7, p) 
plane and therefore z5 > t5, . then R(5)_is loc_ated above R(4) in the_(u, p) 
plane. Because R(4) is symmetric to R(4), R(4) is located above W&l) 
and so is R(5). Thus no DF exists in the solution_to this overtaking, only 
DT exists. It means that the m transfers to DT. 
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